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Abstract

Networks of small devices, such as environmental sen-
sors, introduce a number of new challenges for traditional
protocols and approaches. In particular, the extreme re-
source constraints characteristic of these devices force
the engineering of device and application-specific opti-
mizations in order to reduce complexity. By offloading
some, if not most, of the complexity out of the small de-
vice and into the network, we simplify the design of in-
dividual devices, and may make otherwise infeasible ap-
plications possible. In this paper, we look specifically at
the problem of global mobility, and its associated protocol
Mobile IP (MIP). We introduce the mobility gateway

which performs MIP processing on behalf of registered de-
vices.Themobility gateway provides an interface between
the optimized world of small devices and the larger In-
ternet. Through simulation, we investigate the potential
savings offered by this technique in terms of bandwidth
and power. In a sample scenario, we find the total num-
ber of bytes transmitted over the wireless channel reduced
by as much as 70%, and the battery life of the device ex-
tended by more than 100 hours.

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, we have witnessed a dra-
matic reduction in the size of computers. This reduc-
tion has, in turn, revolutionized the ways in which we
make use of computation, imbuing a certain sense of
freedom. With the advent of hand-held computers and
advancements in wireless technology, mobile, unteth-
ered computing has become possible. As this miniatur-
ization continues, many consider ubiquitous comput-
ing as the next logical step, embedding small computa-
tional devices within the environment around us [24].
Compelling applications exist for these small devices,

such as Personal Area Networks and sensor networks
integrated into the structure of buildings.

Current efforts to build millimeter-scale sensors il-
luminate the extreme resource constraints character-
istic of such small devices. For example, Smart Dust
motes, sensors developed at UC Berkeley [13], utilize
a 4 MHz 8-bit processor and have only 8 KB of mem-
ory [8]. When working with such small devices, the pri-
mary goal is to reduce complexity to an absolute mini-
mum. One solution is to ignore standard protocols and
approaches, applying optimizations that depend upon
device and application-specific knowledge [6–8,21]. An
alternate direction is to push some, if not most, of the
complexity out of the small device and into the net-
work.

Adding intelligence into the network can help to
solve a number of problems faced by small devices.
However, this goes against over two decades of prac-
tice in the traditional Internet. The end-to-end model
advocates pushing complexity to the end-host, freeing
the core network to simply route packets [19]. When
discussing small devices, though, we are focused on
edge networks, not core routers. By providing services
within and at the edge of a small-device cloud, we
can amortize their complexity over a larger number of
nodes. Rather than forcing each node to implement
a complete protocol suite, we can relax the notion of
what an Internet-capable node can be. This simplifies
the design and reduces the cost of individual devices,
and may make otherwise infeasible applications possi-
ble.

Applying this approach to the specific problem
of global mobility, we can leverage intelligent agents
within the network to inter-connect small-device
clouds with larger networks. In this paper, we intro-
duce the concept of a mobility gateway, an intelligent
router at the border of a small-device cloud. The mo-
bility gateway performs Mobile IP1 (MIP) [11, 16]



signaling and maintains protocol-specific state on be-
half of each device within the cloud. This greatly de-
creases the signaling load within the small-device net-
work, and reduces the processing, memory, and power
requirements of each device.

To evaluate the potential benefit of the mobility
gateway, we develop a realistic simulation in which we
measure the bandwidth overhead incurred due to MIP
signaling. We explore a number of parameters, such as
the mobility pattern of devices as well as the number
of nodes communicating with each device. We find that
providing the protocol as a service in the gateway re-
sults in a considerable savings in both per-packet over-
head, as well as explicit signaling messages. In one sim-
ulation, the presence of the gateway eliminates up to
70% of the total bytes transmitted within the small-
device cloud, and extends the battery life of a dust
mote by almost 100 hours.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We review related work in Section 2, including a short
introduction to Mobile IP. We define the architecture of
the gateway in Section 3, and identify its functional re-
quirements. In Section 4, we investigate, through sim-
ulation, the source of overhead in MIP and its impact
on small devices. Finally, we present our concluding re-
marks in Section 5.

2. Related Work

The mobility gateway is positioned between two dis-
tinct classes of network: the Internet and small-device
clouds. Each class brings with it a large body of ex-
isting research that relates to our study. In this sec-
tion, we begin with a short overview of Mobile IP and
then discuss the most applicable projects, focusing on
their distinguishing features and identifying the differ-
ences of our approach.

2.1. Mobile IP

In this paper, we focus on the specific problem of de-
vice mobility. Mobility complicates the design of net-
work protocols, in general, because it introduces a di-
chotomy in addressing. Typically an address, especially
an IP address, indicates both who you are and where
you are in the network. To overcome this dichotomy,
Mobile IP employs two addresses: 1) a home address
(HoA) and 2) a care-of address (CoA). The home ad-
dress is simply the node’s normal IP address when it is

1 Due to the expectation of large populations of small devices
and the increased address range of IPv6 over IPv4,wehave cho-
sen to focus on MIPv6. Henceforth, we will refer to IP and MIP
without specifically stating the version.
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Figure 1. An example exchange in Mobile IP.

not mobile; thus, it implies who the mobile node is in
terms of name resolution and security. The care-of ad-
dress indicates where the node is currently in the net-
work. As the mobile node (MN) moves between ac-
cess networks, it creates a new care-of address that is
topologically correct for its current point of attachment
(e.g., a base-station (BS) or current access point). The
primary mapping between these two addresses is main-
tained by the mobile node’s home agent (HA), an agent
in the MN’s home network that acts on the MN’s be-
half while it is away.

Figure 1 presents an operational overview of MIP.
The mobile node starts in its home network using just
its home address. It has an ongoing TCP connection
with a correspondent node (CN) in another network.
In step a, the MN visits a new network and acquires
a local care-of address. It then sends a binding update
(BU) to its home agent (step b). The home agent cre-
ates a binding entry which associates the MN’s home
address with its current care-of address. Meanwhile,
the correspondent node continues to send packets ad-
dressed to the MN’s home address. The home agent in-
tercepts these packets and tunnels them to the MN via
the care-of address (step c).

This creates a sub-optimal route through the home
agent for all packets exchanged between the mobile and
correspondent nodes. To overcome this indirect route,
the mobile node can send a separate binding update to
the CN (step d). The correspondent node establishes
its own binding entry, creating a secondary mapping
between the two addresses. Then, packets exchanged
between the two nodes can use the current care-of ad-
dress directly, optimizing the route (step e). Since
TCP and many other higher-level protocols do not al-



low the end-points to change during the lifetime of the
connection, the home address is added to each mes-
sage and transparently replaced at the IP-layer prior
to passing the packet up the protocol stack.

2.2. Small-device Networks

Small-device networks have attracted considerable
attention in recent years. Efforts in this area can be
categorized into two main categories: projects build-
ing small-scale sensors, and protocols to efficiently de-
liver sensor data. Smart Dust from UC Berkeley and
the WINS project from UCLA have proposed architec-
tures for building millimeter-scale sensors [13,17]. The
key challenge has been to keep the designs simple and
cheap; imagine thousands or even millions of these de-
vices embedded in the environment around us. Provid-
ing an operating system that functions at this scale
has also been difficult. TinyOS presents a simple strat-
egy that blurs the line between kernel and application
in order to reduce the size, processing, and power de-
mands of the code [4, 8]. Most communication proto-
cols designed for small-device networks also blur the
line between protocol and application [7, 9]. The over-
riding theme in this area has been that standard ap-
proaches to system and protocol design cannot be di-
rectly translated onto small devices. With the use of
intelligent gateways, however, standard protocols be-
come services provided by agents within the network
in order to inter-connect small devices with larger net-
works.

2.3. Micro-mobility Protocols

Micro-mobility protocols address the specific prob-
lem of reducing the latency of handovers. Fast MIP
allows a mobile node to either start the registration
process prior to handover, or continue to use its old
CoA after handover until registration completes [15].
Other projects, such as Cellular IP and Hierarchical
MIP, use intelligent agents in the access network to
completely mask local mobility from the rest of the
network [3, 18, 20]. In each of these protocols, the end-
devices still use IP to communicate. The proposals sim-
ply augment normal protocol processing to improve the
latency of handovers. In most cases, the solutions actu-
ally require additional complexity in the mobile node.
For small-device networks, more efficient, non-IP solu-
tions could seriously reduce the complexity of the de-
vices, eliminating the additional overhead required to
stay IP-compliant. For these new solutions, the mobil-
ity gateway provides the necessary bridge between the
internal protocols and the larger, more complex world.

2.4. Mobile Networks

In an effort to integrate ad-hoc networks with the
Internet [2], MIPMANET extends a basic MIPv4 for-
eign agent to act as a gateway between the two net-
works [12, 22]. Another project that more closely re-
sembles our mobility gateway defines an extension to
Mobile IP that accommodates mobile routers [5]. A mo-
bile router moves relative to the Internet, like a MN,
but also supports other nodes as a router. The authors
propose the use of binding updates for an entire pre-
fix rather than a single address. Using this technique,
a mobile router would acquire a new care-of address
from the local base-station, and bind its home prefix
to that CoA. Any packet destined to the home pre-
fix would be forwarded by the home agent to the mo-
bile router which would then deliver the packet to the
appropriate node. However, there are still a number
of open questions concerning how to properly autho-
rize prefix-wide bindings. Moreover, this approach re-
quires that the nodes within the mobile network are
themselves immobile, excluding many interesting sce-
narios where small devices move within and between
mobile clouds.

3. Mobility Gateway

The goal of the mobility gateway is to offload proto-
col complexity and overhead from small devices while
still achieving global mobility. In this section, we pro-
vide a general architecture for the gateway, and de-
tail the required functionality. The mobility gateway
sits at the border of the small-device cloud. On one
side, it must appear to the larger network as a collec-
tion of fully-functional MIP nodes. On the other side,
the gateway must provide an interface to the devices
that requires a minimum of overhead and complexity.
We start with a concrete scenario to help illustrate.

3.1. Scenario

For this example, we choose a popular scenario for
sensor networks: disaster recovery. Imagine a thousand
airborne sensors moving throughout a disaster area.
Along with those sensors, a few larger, ground-based
robots move through the scene, acting as base-stations
for the sensors. The base-stations cooperate to form
an ad-hoc backbone, thus interconnecting all of the
devices. One robot acts as a gateway for the cloud
through a satellite up-link to the Internet. From this
connection, disaster relief workers, stationed around
the world, access sensor readings from the site, and co-
ordinate the tasking and movement of each sensor.



In this scenario, most if not all of the sensors can be
contacted directly from the control facility. This im-
plies that the sensors should be individually address-
able from the Internet. However, these sensors have
been deployed with a specialized communication proto-
col, such as pseudo-IP [1], intended to minimize power
consumption. Moreover, within the cloud, sensors use
16-bit addresses in order to reduce per-packet over-
head. In some sense, this scenario is slightly contrived
to better illustrate the benefit of the mobility gate-
way. In truth, however, it is quite realistic since a lay-
ered approach is more cost-efficient. The thousand sen-
sor nodes are interchangeable, simple, and cheap. The
fewer, yet more expensive, robots provide an infras-
tructure for the sensors, amortizing their own cost and
complexity.

A number of possible solutions apply even to this
specific scenario. Rather than contact the sensors di-
rectly, one could deploy an application-specific bor-
der gateway. Commands would be addressed directly
to the application gateway which would then dissemi-
nate them to the appropriate sensors according to its
own application-level logic. All sensor readings would
be collected by the gateway and possibly forwarded to
the control center after some degree of aggregation. Al-
though simpler in some regards, this solution is less
flexible since each gateway is applicable to a single
scenario or application. On the other hand, the mo-
bility gateway offers a flexible approach that decou-
ples global mobility from the application-specific na-
ture of the small-device cloud. In fact, the mobility
gateway provides a generic deployment platform for a
wide range of solutions, including the application-level
gateway just described.

3.2. Architecture

Figure 2 presents the general architecture of the mo-
bility gateway. The gateway’s functionality is parti-
tioned into six conceptual components. Each compo-
nent addresses a specific problem faced by the overall
design. In this section, we consider each of these com-
ponents in turn, exploring their individual responsibil-
ities, as well as their interactions.

3.2.1. Protocol Translation. Working on the
premise that protocols within small-device clouds are
highly optimized, it is reasonable to assume that pack-
ets originating from within one cloud cannot be
routed through another without some form of trans-
lation. In our scenario, the gateway must trans-
late between specialized internal protocols and IP.
In many cases, sensor protocols can be mapped to
IP packets through simple encapsulation; the gate-
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Figure 2. Architecture of the mobil-
ity gateway. The grayed region indicates
application/protocol-specific components.

way adds an IP header around the full interior
protocol. This, of course, assumes that the CN re-
ceiving the packet can process the sensor protocol
in its raw form. For many of the applications envi-
sioned, this is a reasonable assumption. Correspondent
nodes acting as controllers would have specific knowl-
edge of the sensor network and its interior protocols.
In other scenarios though, like a Personal Area Net-
work, one might imagine the gateway exporting a web
interface to the correspondent node. The device, a but-
ton camera for instance, would appear as if it were
a fully-capable web server; the gateway would ac-
cept HTTP requests for current snapshots, and format
responses as HTML pages.

3.2.2. Address Translation. In a general sense, the
mobility gateway can be configured to act as a mobile
NAT (Network Address Translation) box. For devices
that require access to external services but never need
to act as servers themselves, the mobility gateway can
use its own home address as the source address of pack-
ets. Similar to standard NAT boxes, separate state is
maintained for different connections based on the des-
tination CN and port numbers. The mobility gateway
differs from standard NAT, however, in that it and the
devices behind it are mobile.

For more advanced scenarios, like the one presented
in Section 3.1, where nodes behind the gateway must
be directly addressable, the gateway must maintain a
mapping between each device’s global home address
and its internal address. Actually, the gateway main-
tains three distinct addresses per device:

1. Device-only Address (DoA) - address of the
device within the cloud;



2. Home Address (HoA) - global IP address as-
signed to the device in its home network; and

3. Care-of Address (CoA) - topologically correct
IP address maintained by the gateway.

The device-only address can be either statically
assigned, or change dynamically as the mobile node
moves within the cloud. The size and semantics of the
DoA are determined by the application(s) running on
the devices (e.g., the 16-bit addresses from our sce-
nario). The home address is assigned to the device stat-
ically. It provides a means to uniquely access the device
from anywhere in the Internet. Typically, all of the de-
vices within a cloud would have home addresses from
the same home network (i.e., share a common prefix),
but this is not a requirement. The gateway maintains
a bi-directional map between the two addresses: DoA
and HoA. As packets enter the cloud, the home ad-
dress is replaced with the DoA prior to protocol trans-
lation. As packets leave the cloud, the opposite map-
ping occurs.

In addition to each address maintained for a mobile
node, the address of each correspondent node can be
dynamically mapped to a valid device address. In our
example, the gateway would choose an unused 16-bit
address upon receiving the initial packet from the CN.
Reply packets are reverse mapped to restore the orig-
inal, 128-bit IPv6 address. The gateway maintains a
single CN map across mobile nodes; thus, different de-
vices have a consistent view of the outside world. This
technique, however, has a few drawbacks. Primarily,
devices have no means to directly contact a new corre-
spondent node since a valid mapping will not already
exist. To overcome this problem, a lightweight discov-
ery protocol should be available, analogous to DNS,
that results in a valid device address being assigned to
the requested target. Furthermore, a special range of
addresses could be pre-allocated and assigned to well-
known CNs, such as sensor controllers or data collec-
tion sites.

3.2.3. Local Mobility. Mobility management
within the small-device cloud is independent of the
mobility gateway. Specialized protocols can be tai-
lored to the characteristics of the devices and ap-
plications. The gateway, however, does require some
information about each device in order to translate ad-
dresses properly, as well as manage global mobility for
the end-device.

In the simplest scenario, most of this information
can be established manually prior to deployment. Con-
sidering our example in Section 3.1, the entire network
is deployed together, and sensors do not move between
clouds. In this case, the home address and the associ-

ated details of the home agent would be known a priori.
As the devices move within the cloud, though, the cur-
rent DoA must be updated at the gateway. If the local
mobility protocol allows the device to maintain a sin-
gle DoA as it moves, this is trivial. Otherwise, the in-
frastructure (e.g., the set of base-station robots) can be
leveraged to initiate this signaling on behalf of the mo-
bile node. In more complicated scenarios where MNs
move in and out of the cloud, the infrastructure would
query the mobile node for the required information,
and then register the device with the gateway.

3.2.4. Global Mobility. Once a device is registered,
either statically or dynamically, the gateway manages
global mobility for that device. In other words, the
gateway performs all MIP operations that the device
would normally be required to implement. This in-
cludes the functionality of both mobile and correspon-
dent nodes.

If the gateway itself is moving within the Internet,
it must function as a mobile node in its own right,
as well as update the care-of address for each regis-
tered device. The gateway can allocate individual CoAs
per device, or employ a single CoA for all devices. In
the latter case, individual devices are still identifiable
via the home address included in each message (see
Section 2.1). Mobile IP state is maintained separately
for each device since the binding lifetime and security
properties of a single correspondent may differ across
devices.

Maintaining separate data structures and sending
multiple binding updates raises a question of scalabil-
ity. By offloading the complexity from individual de-
vices, we have increased the necessary complexity of the
gateway. To manage a large number of devices, a gate-
way must be properly provisioned. In a static scenario
where devices do not move between clouds, this can be
accomplished prior to deployment. In more dynamic
scenarios, the gateway must be capable of rejecting de-
vice registrations in the face of inadequate memory or
limited bandwidth between the gateway and the Inter-
net. The resource demands at the gateway can be re-
duced by only providing MIP support for those devices
that must be accessed as servers. For other devices, the
gateway acts as a mobile NAT (see Section 3.2.2) which
requires less state and no additional signaling. Finally,
if prefix-wide bindings [5] (see Section 2.4) are avail-
able, static devices (i.e., remain within the cloud) can
be assigned home addresses from a specific home net-
work, reducing the overhead to one binding update and
a single data structure for the entire prefix.

Looking beyond the base Mobile IP protocol, the
mobility agent could also implement companion pro-
tocols [14, 15, 23], such as Fast MIPv6 or Candidate



Access Router Discovery, to decrease the latency and
improve the overall quality of handovers. By pushing
global mobility management to the edge of the small-
device cloud, a larger array of mobility related proto-
cols can be deployed without affecting the cost or com-
plexity of the individual devices within the cloud.

3.2.5. Security. To date, little attention has been
devoted to general security for small-device networks.
Here, we focus on the security issues directly associ-
ated with MIP. Mobile IP requires that binding up-
dates are properly authenticated. In other words, a
third party should not be able redirect a mobile node’s
traffic by forging a BU. This creates an interesting chal-
lenge in designing a mobility gateway. To properly reg-
ister the care-of address for the mobile node with its
home agent, the gateway must obtain a key for the MN.
For simple cases, the key may be manually configured
with the gateway. In more general scenarios, the de-
vice would provide this key as part of its registration
with the gateway. By providing this key, the mobile
node is affording a certain level of trust to the gate-
way and possibly the rest of the infrastructure within
the cloud. This trust is necessary while the device is
inside the cloud since the gateway is providing a criti-
cal service to the MN. Once the device moves outside
the cloud, however, should the mobile node continue to
trust the old gateway with the ability to re-route pack-
ets?

To address this issue, we propose the use of a tem-
porary session key for communication with the home
agent. It is assumed that the mobile node and the home
agent share some secret, Ks. Upon entering a cloud
managed by a mobility gateway, the MN generates a
session key, Ki, from the current time, Ti, using a keyed
hash function, such as MD5:

Ki = MD5(Ti, Ks) (1)

This session key, along with the timestamp, Ti, is com-
municated to the gateway,2 and subsequently used for
BUs and encrypted tunnels between the gateway and
the home agent. This technique requires that the stan-
dard binding update be enhanced to carry Ti as an op-
tion. Knowing both Ks and Ti, the home agent can re-
produce Ki and validate the binding. By using times-
tamps for the keying material, the home agent is able
to detect the use of old session keys. Any key gener-
ated with an earlier timestamp is automatically inval-
idated.

2 Whether the session key can be securely communicated within
the cloud is dependent upon the interior protocols. The key
should at least be encrypted within the infrastructure, leav-
ing the first wireless hop as the only possible point of attack.

For bindings with correspondent nodes, security is
more complicated. In a general sense, a mobile and cor-
respondent node do not necessarily have a prior secu-
rity association (e.g., a secret key). Mobile IP provides
a mechanism referred to as return routability (RR)
in which the CN attempts to verify that the mobile
node does indeed own both the home and care-of ad-
dresses. This is achieved by sending multiple packets,
some to the HoA and some to the CoA. The mobile
node must respond to each of these packets properly
before the BU will be accepted. For the mobility gate-
way, this requires no extra information from the mo-
bile node. In fact, by performing RR on behalf of the
device, the gateway is considerably reducing the over-
head normally incurred by the mobile node.

3.2.6. Inter-gateway Mobility. After moving be-
tween clouds, a device must register with the new mo-
bility gateway. The problem, however, is that two gate-
ways, GWi and GWi−1, will now be managing MIP
for the device. Thus, when registering with GWi, the
device provides the previous session key, Ki−1, which
GWi uses to authenticate a request to unregister the
device at GWi−1. Moreover, since the MN generates
a new session key, Ki, for GWi, the previous session
key will be invalidated; any attempt by GWi−1 to up-
date bindings at the home agent will fail.

4. Evaluation

Our evaluation focuses on quantifying the potential
benefit of using a mobility gateway. To this end, we
measure the communication overhead incurred by MIP
signaling as a sensor moves within the small-device
cloud. In other words, we measure the potential over-
head necessary to manage MIP if the gateway were not
present. We also consider the impact that this over-
head has on power consumption in a sample device.

We continue with the scenario presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. In this scenario, a sensor periodically reports
readings to a controller, and the controller occasion-
ally sends commands to the sensor (e.g., a request for
a certain type of data). We begin with the simplest
case where the sensor is away from home but not ac-
tively moving. This static case focuses primarily on per-
packet overhead. Allowing the sensor to move within
the small-device cloud causes more frequent binding
updates, and an overall increase in signaling overhead.
With the addition of security, the impact of Mobile IP
begins to overshadow the application-level data that is
being exchanged.
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4.1. Methodology

To perform our evaluation, we implemented a mod-
ular design for MIPv6 [10] in the Network Simulator
(ns-2.1b9). We chose not to use an existing implemen-
tation of MIPv6 since it lacked key functionality such
as inserting the Home Address Option and providing
separate timers for individual binding entries. Figure 3
presents the topology used for each of our simulations.
At the bottom of the figure, the circled region depicts
the small-device cloud consisting of our mobile sensor,
two base-stations and a static gateway.3 The controllers
reside in the wireless network at the top of the figure;
they do not move in the simulations. As parameters
to the simulation, we vary the number of correspon-
dent nodes communicating with the MN, the mobile
node’s mobility pattern, and the security model used
to authenticate binding updates. We run each simula-
tion with 1, 5, 10, and 20 correspondent nodes. To gen-
erate mobility patterns, we use the setdest utility dis-
tributed with ns-2. Setdest produces random way-point
profiles based on the maximum speed of the node, and
an optional pause time between movements. Table 1
lists the four patterns used for our simulations; five in-
stances were generated for each pattern.

The MIP specification dictates that binding updates
must be authenticated. We study the additional over-
head imposed by four alternatives. The initial model,
none, provides a baseline for the other approaches. The
auth model uses the Authentication Data Sub-option
defined in older MIP specifications [10]. It assumes the
existence of a shared key between the communicat-
ing parties, and carries a message authentication code

3 In these simulations the gateway acts as a simple IP router.

(MAC) to authenticate the update. Both hreg and rr
employ a variant of return routability (RR) (see Sec-
tion 3.2.5) where a session key is created when a new
CoA is registered. With this variant, the session key can
be used with subsequent updates that refresh the cur-
rent binding, but a new key must be generated when-
ever the MN registers a new care-of address. The differ-
ence between the two alternatives is that hreg uses RR
only between correspondent nodes and the MN. Home
registrations use a shared key; thus, hreg is a hybrid
of the rr and auth models.

Overall, the range of parameters provide us with 256
different simulation instances. Throughout the evalu-
ation, we refer to a particular instance by its defin-
ing parameter values. For example, a simulation run
with five CNs, mobility pattern 1, and no security is
labeled as c5m1-none. In each simulation, the sen-
sor issues 100 byte packets every second to each cor-
respondent node. The CNs send 200 byte packets, ex-
ponentially distributed with an average interval of 90
seconds. All simulations are run for one hour (3600 s)
in order to capture multiple cycles of expired and re-
freshed binding updates. For each run, we measure the
total number of bytes transmitted and received over
the sensor’s wireless interface. From this count, we sep-
arate the overhead due to MIP from the actual data be-
ing communicated.

4.2. Results

We begin by considering the static case where the
sensor is away from home, but not moving within the
cloud. To better understand the source of overhead,
we divide it into six categories: 1) binding updates, 2)
binding acknowledgments (BA), 3) return routability,
4) home address options (HAO), 5) routing headers,
and 6) encapsulation. Encapsulation occurs when the
CN does not have a valid binding for the mobile node,
and sends a packet through the MN’s home agent. The
home address option and routing header represent per-

Pattern Speed Pause Interval

m0 0 m/s 0 s ∞ s
m1 10 m/s 3 s 38.9 s
m2 20 m/s 2 s 28.1 s
m3 30 m/s 1 s 21.1 s

Table 1. Mobility patterns used in simulations.
m0 represents a static device - no mobility.
The interval indicates the average time between
changing base-stations.
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packet overhead, carrying the home address in each
packet during route optimization. The BU, BA, and
RR are signaling messages triggered by node movement
or the expiration of a previous binding.

Figure 4 presents the evolution of each category, sim-
ulating one correspondent node, no mobility, and no se-
curity (c1m0-none). In this example, binding updates
are mostly generated in response to encapsulated pack-
ets; when a BU expires, the correspondent node reverts
to sending packets through the home agent. The pat-
tern is periodic due to the limited lifetime of CN bind-
ings (120 s).4 Home registrations have a longer lifetime,
around 1300 seconds, which is dictated by the lifetime
of the care-of address. Three home registrations can be
identified in the figure by their corresponding acknowl-
edgments. The most interesting part of the figure is
the continuous line of home address options. One is
sent with each sensor report.

If we look at each category in terms of bytes accumu-
lated over time (see Figure 5), it becomes clear that the
per-packet overhead (HAO) dominates, accounting for
98% of the total. Moreover, Table 2 shows that over-
head accounts for nearly 16% of the total bytes sent
and received, including both data and protocol over-
head. This measure, which we refer to as the overhead
ratio, is mostly independent of the number of corre-
spondent nodes since the cost of binding updates is far
outweighed by the per-packet overhead. Once we in-
troduce security, however, differences begin to emerge.
For 20 CNs, the overhead ratio grows to as much as
25% (c20m0-rr in Table 2).

Introducing mobility to the scenario height-

4 The lifetime is on the scale of minutes to reduce the chance of
hijacking a node’s address.
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Figure 5. Protocol overhead accumulated over
time for c1m0-none.
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Figure 6. Protocol overhead accumulated over
time for c20m3-rr.

ens the effect that binding updates have on the to-
tal overhead. Although, without considering security,
per-packet overhead still dominates. By comparing
c1m0-none and c1m1-none in Table 2, we see that
in the case of a single CN, mobility increases the over-
head ratio by approximately 4% (from 16% to 20%).
For 20 CNs, the increase is only 6-10%. If we do con-
sider security, however, the overhead begins growing
more dramatically. For the auth model, the overhead
ratio climbs to 35-55%, based on the number of ac-
tive correspondent nodes. In the most extreme case
(c20m3-rr), signaling dominates per-packet over-
head (see Figure 6). In this case, total overhead
accounts for nearly 72% of the total bytes communi-
cated.

Protocol overhead clearly has a detrimental effect on
the utilization of wireless bandwidth. Another interest-



none auth hreg rr

c1 m0: 0.155 m0: 0.165 m0: 0.167 m0: 0.170
m1: 0.197 m1: 0.353 m1: 0.382 m1: 0.460
m2: 0.209 m2: 0.398 m2: 0.434 m2: 0.516
m3: 0.206 m3: 0.384 m3: 0.419 m3: 0.500

c5 m0: 0.156 m0: 0.179 m0: 0.187 m0: 0.189
m1: 0.196 m1: 0.359 m1: 0.446 m1: 0.493
m2: 0.224 m2: 0.447 m2: 0.549 m2: 0.596
m3: 0.225 m3: 0.450 m3: 0.551 m3: 0.598

c10 m0: 0.159 m0: 0.201 m0: 0.216 m0: 0.218
m1: 0.213 m1: 0.426 m1: 0.559 m1: 0.589
m2: 0.242 m2: 0.501 m2: 0.638 m2: 0.665
m3: 0.229 m3: 0.465 m3: 0.595 m3: 0.624

c20 m0: 0.161 m0: 0.223 m0: 0.244 m0: 0.245
m1: 0.219 m1: 0.451 m1: 0.610 m1: 0.627
m2: 0.257 m2: 0.542 m2: 0.699 m2: 0.714
m3: 0.260 m3: 0.547 m3: 0.701 m3: 0.717

Table 2. Ratio of MIP overhead to total bytes sent and received by a MN for each mobility pattern. All
measurements have a 99% confidence interval of no more than ±0.004.

ing effect is the impact on the device’s consumption of
power. To estimate the power consumed by transmit-
ting overhead, we use the energy specifications of UC
Berkeley’s dust mote, a millimeter-scale sensor [8]. At
peak load, the dust mote consumes 19.5 mA of current
at 3 volts (see Table 3). In idle mode, the current drops
to 3 mA, and when switched to inactive mode, the sen-
sor draws only 10 µA. The battery is rated at 575 mAh
which equates to about 30 hours, 200 hours, and more
than a year of lifetime in the active, idle, and inac-
tive modes, respectively.

In the c20m3-rr datasets, the sensor sends, on av-
erage, over 1 MB of overhead and receives more than
600 KB over the hour-long simulation. The sensor’s ra-
dio consumes approximately 1.0 µJ to transmit a sin-
gle bit, and 0.5 µJ to receive. The total energy spent on
overhead comes to about 11 J. Considering the energy
budget in active mode is 211 J (19.5mA ∗ 3V ∗ 3600s),
11 J seems inconsequential. However, if the time spent
transferring these extra bits had been spent in a non-

Mode Load Budget Lifetime

active 19.5 mA 211 J 30 h
idle 3 mA 32.4 J 200 h
inactive 10 µA 5.4 mJ > 1 yr

Table3.Powerprofileof theDustmote.Thebud-
get represent the amount of energy consumed in
one hour.

active mode, the effect is more dramatic. In idle mode,
11 J equates to 1222 seconds, or about half an hour.
If the sensor had spent that time inactive, the battery
life would be extended by more than 100 hours.

In this evaluation, we have identified only poten-
tial savings. We do not consider the overhead required
to perform local mobility within the cloud. In other
words, we compare extreme alternatives; either the de-
vice implements MIP itself, or mobility is free. We do
not expect local mobility to come without its own com-
plexity, but separating the explicit overhead incurred
by global mobility offers a better understanding of the
impact of local solutions. Although the specific num-
bers reported here are a reflection of our sample sce-
nario, we feel that the conclusion is unavoidable. By of-
floading protocol complexity from the small device, we
can maximize the utility of the device while still pro-
viding a full range of functionality.

5. Conclusions

The fundamental goal driving this work is to make
small-device networks both viable and flexible. Most
current research has focused on application-specific ap-
proaches. By pushing protocol complexity out of small
devices and into the network infrastructure, we make
possible a new range of applications. By providing stan-
dard protocol support in intelligent agents, we offer
small-devices citizenship in the realm of larger net-
works.



In this vein, we have focused on providing support
for global mobility. The mobility gateway offers Inter-
net connectivity to mobile devices that would otherwise
be confined within their small-device clouds. We have
shown that, by implementing Mobile IP on the gate-
way rather than on each device, huge savings are pos-
sible for already heavily constrained resources. As de-
vices shrink even further, intelligent agents will have
an ever larger role to play in making small-device net-
works feasible.
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